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This is version 1.1 of the Magazine: Updates do happen!

EDITORIAL
JUST OPINIONS

                                   

ABOUT US
FACTS
Issue 			

                                   
Submission Deadline

Release

Missing the boat?

Spring/summer

April 15			

Early May

Locally here in Nipigon during the blueberry harvest people were up in arms about an aerial
spraying that was going to wipe out our blueberry crops…. This got me thinking. When I start
thinking nothing good can happen.

Fall Issue		

August 15			

Early September

Winter			

December 15			

Early January

I did some technical digging and learned how to utilize the forest management maps/system
and even discussed with a local MNR GIS person about making it easier to use. This has
resulted in me creating a tutorial and such for the masses, but that’s another story.

This magazine is designed, compiled and distributed online and in
limited print (limited printed copies are available for $15).

What got me thinking – which is worth more – Blueberries or Trees?
When I first arrived here in NW Ontario and witnessed the huge fields of blueberries and more
importantly the price of them, I was taken aback that no one has started a commercial blueberry harvest operation here. The reason most give is that the forests are owned by the logging
companies.

Opinions and information in this magazine is not guaranteed for accuracy and in no way does anyone guarantee you will catch more fish,
find more blueberries, be successful in any hunting draws, find a
lucky $1000 dollar bill, fill your nets with smelt, etc. etc.

G l e n n
H a r t
ghart@nwoutdoors.ca
R o g e r
M a y e r
rmayer@nwoutdoors.ca
Justin
Saindon
Graphics Design

We do guarantee you will have fun trying.

www.nwoutdoors.ca

Some numbers based on my picking last year – all picking was done in an area approximately
2 acres in a standard cut that hasn’t been cleaned/leveled or anything. I picked just under 100
liters of blueberries and made just under a thousand dollars selling them locally for $20-$25
dollars/3 liters. From there it is easy to imagine that a single acre of blueberries (with land
cleaned/properly maintained) can generate a minimum of $1000/season.

Content and pictures provided with permission from:
www.thunderbayfishing.com
www.mybackyard.ca
www.thetimesstar.ca

Contributers:

How long does it take for a tree to grow? I’m told twenty or more years around here. So if that
one acre of land was left / tended for blueberries it would generate $20k.

Advertising

How much is one acre of treed forest worth? Through some calculations based on total forestry
sales in Ontario and Hectares harvested (this is cumulative and includes more expensive hardwoods) and it works out to around $250 (in 2003) – I will even expand it to $1000 per acre. So
one acre of trees produces $1000 and is only harvestable every 20 years.
Mind you levelling, cleaning and maintaining blueberry fields has upkeep costs of course, but
then again so does maintaining the woodlot, planting, spraying, cutting, etc..
So is that land worth more in Blueberries or Trees? Which is truly sustainable? Which
provides ongoing, stationary jobs?
Copyright 2014 - GH Services
You may only reproduce this content with permission. Contact ghart@nwoutdoors.ca for permission. We encourage this content to be used in local northwest Ontario newspapers/websites with proper accreditation and the
website URL displayed (www.nwoutdoors.ca).
Othe than that - be nice!
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Advertising within this magazine helps pay for printed copies, helps
maintain thunderbayfishing.com and other content source websites.
This magazine is freely distributable via the home address (www.
nwoutdoors.ca) and has an immediate potential audience of approximately 100k thousand outdoors enthusiasts per month through ourpartner websites.
During August 2015 it was downloaded 36 times a day.
Front Cover:

www.thunderbayfishing.com
www.mybackyard.ca

The members and users of
thunderbayfishing message
board.
To discuss and for more
information on this magazine please visit the message
board located at:

Share us on
Facebook!

www.hartspace.ca
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STOCKED LAKE
NIPIGON - LOFQUIST

Lofquist is a local lake just outside
Nipigon. With a short drive and a
large public area/parking lot it is
very accessible.
In The summertime it doubles as a
swimming beach – complete with
raft just offshore. The western and
Northern edges are marked by
steep cliffs which really help keep
the winds down. Cottages dot the
southern shoreline.
This is a great little lake for canoes
and small motor less watercraft
– there is no boat launch so you
have to carry from the parking lot
to the water.
This lake is stocked with Brook
Trout regularly and sometimes

                                   

Q

U I C K T I P :

FUSSY SPLAKE or brook
trout. Spinner with worm
under a bobber. Reel in
5 feet slowly then stop.
Repeat until all the way in.

9

Getting There
Highway 11/17 at Nipigon,
Turn North at the Petro Canada on Cameron Falls Road ()
Approximately x Km just past the Landfill at S turns
Turn left onto Lofquist Lake Road
Travel for x Km turn left into parking area/public access/beach
Great for launching canoe/small personal watercraft. NO BOAT LAUNCH!
Map is for informational purposes only - NOT FOR NAVIGATION!

brood stock (larger trout used for
breeding) are added to the lake.
In addition there is a small population of Walleye (they don’t get to
big) as well as Ling.
Stocking History:
Year

Life Stage

Number

2014

Yearling

3000

2013

Yearling

3000

2012

Yearling

3000

2011

Yearling

3000

2010

Yearling

3000
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H U N T I N G

2015

IMPORTANT DATES                                   

This is Only a Guide - for official start dates/rules consult
your hunting handbook or visit
http://nwoutdoors.ca/outdoor-resources/ for up to date
links and information. Dates are for most of NW Ontario,
some areas may differ.
Adult Moose (Bows Only)		
Adult Moose (Gun)				
Calf Moose (Gun)				
Calf Moose					
Deer (Bow Only)				
Deer (Gun)					
Black Bear (Gun/Bow)			
Select units Spring			

Sept. 19 - Oct. 9
Oct.10 - Dec. 15
Oct. 24 - Nov. 6
Oct. 24 - Nov. 6
Sept. 1 - Oct. 9
Oct. 10 - Dec. 15
Aug. 15 - Oct. 31
May 1 - June 15

Small Game
Grouse 					
Rabbit					

Sept. 15 - Dec. 31
Sept. 1 - June 15

Interactive,
Downloadable,
Business,
Location,
Guide!
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R O A D R U N N E R S ...
HUNTING THE BACKROADS

                                 

With Thousands of kilometers of logging roads of varying ages and conditions, NW Ontario has
some of the finest and unique hunting for Grouse. The much prized Ruffed Grouse and the stronger
tasting Spruce Grouse inhabit NW Ontario and are as close as you nearest logging/forest access road.

Where I grew up Ruffed Grouse hunting was, well a bit different. We would wander and flush the birds who usually flew
and asked questions later. Here, on the back roads the Ruffies aren’t as paranoid and flushing them isn’t really necessary. Their cousins, the Spruce Grouse are even less timid and will usually just hope around from one branch to another.

In the mornings and then again in the evenings the Grouse come to enjoy the gravel and small bits of food on
the back roads as well as to enjoy a nice warming sun or the last remnants until morning. The sand/small rocks

Don’t be afraid to walk
an overgrown road/
trail. There are usually
open areas in the overgrowth where the birds
will concentrate

Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015

help them clean their feathers and

simply run into the foliage or pop

keep their gizzards working. An

up into a nearby tree. The Spruce

added bonus is that berries tend

Grouse will stand there and look

to grow on the edges of these

at you or pop up into a tree.
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logging roads which provides
them their primary fall food source.

So by truck, 4 wheeler and even
walking you can usually quickly get

Many a road hunter heads out in

your limit of birds here in the north.

the morning at daylight to cruise

Spruce Grouse above

the roads looking for birds on the

To identify a road which has poten-

roads. Once spotted they simply

tial simply drive it in the morning –

step out of/off their vehicle, load

if you see birds – it’s promising.

their gun and shoot. Always shoot

Look for N/S running roads in the

perpendicular of the road, never

morning as they warm up first and

down a road as this is illegal/dan-

the sun to your back can be an

gerous. Usually the Ruffies will

advantage. Pay particular attention

Ruffed Grouse Below

Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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Maps

to berry patches and birch groves for

for hunting birds. It makes less

a bird since I moved to NW Ontario

Ruffed Grouse, Spruce/Pine trees

of a bang and as long as you are

and yes I can hit them with a .22.

beside roads for Spruce Grouse.

a good shot you can usually get
multiple shots in. Want to be extra

The 12 Ga also gives me the

Don’t be afraid to walk an over-

quiet – try CCI rounds. There are

added bonus of carrying slugs

grown road/trail. There are usually

just a .22 round with just the primer

for that impromptu deer meeting.

open areas in the overgrowth

– great for short distance and no

I am also much more comfort-

where the birds will concentrate

louder than an air gun. They do

able with it on moving targets.

and you can get a limit very quickly.

tend to jam easily though and

As an added bonus, rabbits will

Both Grouse species start to flock

not for use in semi-automatics.

also frequent the roads first thing

together so if you see one, be aware

in the morning and evening.

there may be more you cannot see.

Personally I am most comfortable

I have come across flocks as big

with my 12 Ga using target/skeet

Grouse

as 25+ birds for which I have actu-

rounds. They have less shot, less

September 15 – I’ll be cruising

ally had to stop and push them off

gunpowder and knowing/testing the

the 4 wheeler on my favorite

the road (not hunting season).

patterning of the shot it’s easy not

roads until the snow flies.

A lot of hunters in my area use .22

to ruin any meat. I have not ruined

Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015

season

opens
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STOCKED LAKED
GERALDTON - HARTLEY                                   
Getting There
Take Goldfields Road approximately 5km west of Geraldton on south side of Highway.
Travel Goldfields (Gravel) 30km to lake. Boobas Lake is just to theSW.
Map is for informational purposes only - NOT FOR NAVIGATION!

Stocking History:
Year Life Stage
ber
2014 Yearling
2013 Yearling
2012 Yearling
2011 Fingerling
2010 Yearling

Num2000
1500
2000
5000
2000
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Forestry Management Maps are put out as
public information through the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry through the website:
http://www.efmp.lrc.gov.on.ca/eFMP/home.do

U N D E R S TA N D I N G
FORESTRY MANAGEMENT MAPS                                   

Google : forestry management plans ontario

Start on website on facing
page!

From Here you can access all the existing work

You first click on the map for
your area of interest.

plans for all forested areas in Ontario both historic
and current.

Historical annual reports give you ages and
locations of cut areas, important for the moose
hunter.
Current work schedule tells you nwhere they
will be cutting, tending or spraying in the given
year. Useful for road condition/traffic and new cut
areas.

Maps are classed 01 and 02. 01 Maps are for
harvesting, 02 are for maintenance/tending.
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I am looking for aerial herbicide spraying around Nipigon
in my blueberry picking areas.
So I click on that section of the
map.
(Lake Nipigon Forest (815)).
That opens a sub menu below
the map.
I will choose Annual Work
Schedule (2015-2016).
First Thing I want to do is see
an index map because this is
a big area and I want to narrow it down.

I am looking along camp 81
road – there is brown in section L113 (record number)
Go back to where you opened
the index map, choose Operations L113_02 map and I get a
close up map of that section.
I can match this area up on
Google earth and quickly realize my blueberries are safe –
they are in a planting area.
Aerial tending to the NE.

Other Uses for forestry Maps
The obvious use for forestry
maps is to identify new cuts,
recent re-plantings and cut/
wooded interface area specifically for Hunting. Moose or
deer depending on location.
This is also a great way to see
new forest roads for Grouse
hunting.
Blueberry pickers can easily
see areas ripe for potential
blueberries (2,4 year old cuts).

All maps on camp 81 are:
Look at detailed maps by numVisit nwoutdoors.ca/forestry
ber (choose ones marked 02)
for video to show you how this
Camp 81: L122-02, L113-02,
L116-02, L107-02, L108-02 all is done.
have aerial tending planned.

Maps >> Operations >>
Index Map 02
01 map refers to cutting
02 maps refer to planting/
spraying
From the legend I can see
that herbicide aerial tending is
Brown (Planting is green, etc.
etc.).

Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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STOCKED LAKED
GERALDTON - BOOBAS                                   
Getting There
Take Goldfields Road approximately 5km west of Geraldton on south side of Highway.
Travel Goldfields (Gravel) 30km to lake. Hartley Lake is
just to the NE and empties into Boobas
Map is for informational purposes only - NOT FOR NAVIGATION!

Stocking History:

Year
ber
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
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Life Stage

Num-

Yearling
Yearling
Yearling
Fingerling
Yearling

7936
3999
3993
3000
6000
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GARDENING

REAPING THE BOUNTY                                   

Now that its fall, your garden
is being plundered for the final
time. Now to preserve and
store the bounty for the winter.
Typically there are three ways
for long term storage, canning/
Pickling, freezing and storing.
Listed are some of the more
common vegetables and the
storage techniques for each.
Potatoes
Potatoes, once set in the dry
air for a week or so (cured)
can then be stored in a cool
dark place for months. Inside
a burlap or cloth bag, in a box
lined with newspaper,

Winter Squash
Butter cup, butter nut, Hubbard all have very tough skin,
they can last for months just
stored in a cool dark corner
in the basement. Spaghetti,
acorn and pie pumpkins on
the other hand may only last
a couple months so should be
consumed first.

Carrots
For maximum storage, buried
a cool damp soil or sawdust
somewhere dark. They do
require high humidity. The
humidity is a double edged
sword as it can promote mold/
rot so keep an eye on them.
Beets
Store without the tops in a cool
moist environment. Buried in
sand/sawdust like the carrots
also works.

An alternative is to bake/cook
your squash and freeze in
serving sized bags/containers
and frozen. Pie pumpkins esMy Beets tend to be stored
pecially are good candidates
for freezing in amounts used in by pickling. Pickled beets are
a favorite and will store for a
your recipes.
very ling time.

String beans, Snap Peas,
Snow Peas
Frozen in serving sized bags
(vacuum sealed is best).
Washed and cleaned and
broken up as you were serving
them. Blanching of these tender vegetables is suggested
most places, however with today’s freezers/vacuum sealers
it is not a necessity.
Cabbage
Cold and moist – hanging upside down.
Pickling cabbage into sauerkraut is another great preserving technique – for those of us
who like sauerkraut.
Turnips/rutabagas
(yes they are different)
They sweeten with a light frost,
after which stored in a cool/

cold and moist environment.
These can also be pre-cooked
and frozen in bags/containers
in serving sizes.
Tomatoes
Canned tomatoes for pasta
sauces is a great way to store
tomatoes but requires a lot of
work. We tend to blanch, peel
and just freeze now as the
tomatoes just cook with the
sauce anyway.
Cucumbers
Pickling or eating they don’t
last long otherwise.
Kale
Freezing the leafy part with
stems removed or making
Kale chips.

21

Preserving terms and
techniques.
Blanching - The act of
immersing something in boiling
water and then immersing
in ice/cold water to stop the
cooking progress. Usually
used with tender vegetables
and helps with removal of skin
from tomatoes.
Canning - Processing
a vegetable and storing
in sealed cans or jars.
Depending on the vegetable it
will either require a boil bath or
a pressure cooker.
Pickling - Using vinegar/
salt as preservatives with the
vegetables in a jar. Jar is the
boil bathed/sealed for added
longevity.
Vacuum sealer - Uses special
bags and a vacuum device
that sucks the air out of the
bag and seals it at the same
time.
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LOVE IS IN THE AIR
WHEN DO MOOSE AND DEER RUT?                                   
Have seen some interest in

the following winter. There is

people searching out the

no mystery formula, its biolog-

elusive rutting times for deer

ical and just a matter of timing.

and moose in Northwestern

Gestation time for moose is

Ontario.

approximately 8 months and

There is a lot of misinformation

deer is about 7 months. Now

and local lore regarding rutting,

if we take a look at spring

temperatures, rain, snow, mos-

weather favourable for fawns

quito numbers….. The rut or

and calves, the harshness of

mating time for the animals

winter is usually giving way

in northwestern Ontario (well

to favourable spring in May.

anywhere) is biologically deter-

With later May’s longer days,

mined by the gestation period

reduced snow from melt (in

where the new fawns/calves

most years) and newly growing

are born at such a time were

food sources of June, late May

their survival is more likely.

seems like a good time to have

A moose born to early in the

a fawn/calf.

spring with likely freeze/starve,

SO backtrack from May by 8

a calf born to late will likely not

months…. Takes you back to

be strong enough to survive

Late September/Early October.
Backtrack 7 months and it puts
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you into Late October/early

my quad in the middle of the

within one week of November

November.

day. This was mid-Septem-

11. Since males in general

So when do they rut? Locally

ber to the end of September.

(irrelevant of species) get dumb

the deer rut is peak around

Now when gun season opened

near mating time – it’s safe

November 5-12 it seems from

around October 8, the moose

to say that prime deer rutting

personal experience, The

as well as their sign completely

would be in early November.

Moose rut is usually later

disappeared – not from hunting

The math works, the biology

September to maybe the first

pressure – because the rut was

works, the anecdotal evi-

week in October – I had the dis-

done and they went to back

dence matches, so where’s the

tinct pleasure of bird hunting in

to their fall feeding / resting

pseudo-science?

a moose rutting area last year.

grounds.

Last year I bird hunted in an

For deer, dumb deer day (that

area which was incredibly rich

day where deer just walk up

in moose sign – spooked a few

to you and say heyyyyy what’s

and even had one walk up to

up….) usually happens on or
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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Spotlight:

Nipigon
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STOCKED LAKE
THUNDERBAY - ADRIAN                                   
Getting There
From TransCanada Highway at Kakabeka Falls, Turn South onto Highway 590.
Travel 12.5 km, turn right onto Gravel road just after large bend in road.
Travel 9km on gravel road. Lake is accessed via grown in trail.
Road Condition is Unknown, use at your own risk.
Map is for informational purposes only - NOT FOR NAVIGATION!

Stocking History:
Year Life Stage
2014 Yearling
2013 Yearling
2012 Yearling
2011 Adult		
2011 Yearling
2010 Yearling
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Number
NA
NA
3200
250
3200
3200
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RO GER S WHITEFI S H L A K E T I P S
QUICK TIPS FOR FISHING WHITEFISH LAKE                                 
Spring fishing in Whitefish

Perch fishing is excellent in

sized leech into the small

Lake can be rewarding

the spring. The trick is to stay

openings in very thick weed

as walleye are finished

on a school of perch. They

beds. The shade provided in

spawning and are hungry and

are constantly moving around

these weeds will sometimes

willing to bite many types of

in tight schools. Smaller

have a

presentations.

presentations such as small

3-5 degree difference than the

minnows, worms and leeches

open water!

Trolling Whitefish Lake can

on 1/16th ounce jigs work

produce numbers of fish.

well. Smaller patterns can also

Fall fishing. For some reason

Covering water nearby

produce large walleye.

they walleye here are reversed

shorelines and the four islands

than in other lakes. I have not

is very popular. Perch coloured Summer fishing slows for most

seen this happen in any other

patterns works very well.

anglers. But the savvy ones

lakes in this region.

will realize that the walleye

Instead of heading for deeper

Bass fishing has also

must be somewhere. The

water, the walleye here are

stepped up in this lake. Large

water temperature sky rockets

found very shallow! 2-4 feet of

Smallmouth up to or even

in the summer due to its

water right up until freeze up!

exceeding five pounds have

shallow depth and water clarity

been caught.

which can be very brown/tan
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Winter fishing. This is when

3, You can have fun with the

point that your presentation

Whitefish Lake becomes

perch and catch a few. If they

won’t be seen! By moving

known as Whitefish Lake.

disappear in the blink of an

over you can still have a

Ice fishing here can be quite

eye, rip the micro jig out of the

chance to entice another

frustrating. Here are a few tips.

hole and fire down the jig and

fish.

minnow. Something scared the
1, Drill your holes, and many

perch away!

Whitefish Lake can be

of them to cover an area about

rewarding. Try a couple of

10 feet apart. Do them right

4, This tip is an important

these tips and hopefully

away and get it over with.

one. After catching a decent

you can open up some new

fish from a drilled hole,

opportunities on this popular

2, I like to set up a micro

move to the next closest

lake.

jig with either a small piece

hole! A larger fish here will

of worm or Berkley Power

stir up the bottom to the

Roger Mayer

Maggots. I’ll move from hole
to hole locating perch. I will
carry another rod rigged with
a large minnow. You will be
able to see down the hole and
actually see if there are fish
inspecting your bait.

colour. Try pocket dunking 1/8
ounce jigs tipped with a half
of a night crawler or medium
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Whitefish Lake, 60km from
Thunderbay contains perch,
walleye, pike, and smallmouth
bass. A shallow lake averaging just 7 feet with a muddy
bottom and ample weed beds
makes for great habitat for the
fish it houses.

Whitefish has a great open
water fishery but also has
an awesome ice fishery with
easy access, large area and
abundant fish for the taking.
It is said that Whitefish may
be one of the best walleye
production lakes in the region
and the many fishing resorts
located on the lake can verify
that statement.

Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
Map is for informational purposes
only - NOT FOR NAVIGATION!

21 km along TransCanada highway
turn south onto highway 588
40 km on highway 588 , through
Nolalu and Silver Mountain, turn
south at the Public Launch.

From Thunderbay take TransCanada
Highway west from Harbor Expressway.

Getting There
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N W O N TAR I O O U TD O O R S
CUSTOM EMBROIDERY                                 
Hats and Clothing and more

http://nwoutdoors.ca/shop/

Fish from Shore
1. First Bridge
2. Second Bridge
3. Bridge into town

Kenogomisis is easily
accessed from Geraldton.
It provides a multitude of
shore fishing locations as
well as easily accessed
areas right outside town for
ice fishing.
Geraldton boasts a very
extensive snowmobile trail
system for the avid snow
mobiler.
Relatively shallow, this lake
is a powerhouse producer of
walleye, with other species
like Northern Pike, Lake
Cisco, Perch and Whitefish
also calling Kenogomisis
home.
Located wholly in fisheries
management zone 7 and is
one of the few places you
can catch walleye from shore
alongside the TransCanada
Highway.
Visit South Side Variety for all
your bait and tackle needs.

Kenogomisis Lake - Geraldton
DO NOT USE for Navigation

Printed Versions available: www.nwoutdoors.ca

Geraldton alnd LongLac area with tree types, stocked lakes and road network.															

Use at own risk
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PRUNING

TO M ATO E S

NORTHERN GARDENING TIPS                                   

Northern Tip: Pruning
tomatoes
Here in the north, with a
limited growing season, the
main technique for getting
tomatoes to vine ripen is
pruning, pruning and more
pruning. As the plants grow
they shoot off main leaf
branches, then between the
main leaf branch and stem
they produce sucker branches.
Typically these will just take
energy away from producing
the fruit. I remove them as
soon as I find them which
allows as much energy into
fruit production as possible.
Once you start pruning
you have to make sure the
plant is supported (cage,
stake, netting) as they will
become top heavy. When
the first flower pods appear,
its usually safe to prune out
all the branches below the
flowering branch – this can
be done gradually if you are
worried about to few leaves all
together.

higher percentage of flower
branches. They will at times
almost look like little palm
trees. In addition lower
branches will naturally turn
yellow with age and these as
well can be pruned out. The
last major prune occurs about

a month before first frost date.
Since at this time you want
full energy into ripening fruit,
pruning the apex bud (point
where tomato plant grows
vertically) thereby halting
vertical growth of the plant.
At this time you can also thin

out the main leaves. All
additional new flowering
branches should also be
clipped as they will not
have a chance to ripen.
Unless of course you want
small green tomatoes. So
now you should have a
nice thinned out tomato
plant with some nice fruit
ripening.
Harvesting
In my opinion, the stress
of all that pruning actually
promotes the ripening off
of tomatoes in a survival
effort. Like using the plants
own biological need for
reproduction to drive the
fruit ripening. The final step
is of course a final pruning
of the tomato plant. This
final pruning occurs about
2 weeks before last frost
date (or sooner if need be).
Simply take a knife or small
garden spade and prune
the roots on one side of the
tomato plant.
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Northern Tip: Root Pruning
for vine ripened tomatoes
If you’ve planted the plants
horizontally, simply visualize
where the main root is
underground. About 1 – 2
inches from where it is, sink
the knife/spade parallel to
along the length of the root;
this effectively severs the side
roots on one entire side of the
main root. This will stress the
plant but not kill it. This stress
however seems to tell the
plant to put as much energy
as possible into ripening,
and they do. I’ve always had
problems with green tomatoes
at the end of the season until I
started the heavy pruning and
with the edition of root pruning
i can actually time when they
will all ripen. Root pruned
plants seem to take 1 to 2
weeks to ripen off however
I’ve noticed a difference in a
couple of days.

Pruning below the flowers
promotes them to grow more
which, now that they are
flowering, will also have a
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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Nipigon
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DONAIRS
RECIPE FROM BACK EAST

An East coast (Nova Scotia)
favorite, Ive used this recipe
a few times and its quite
good. not exactly the same
but close enough.
Donair meat:
3lbs of desired meat (ground
beef, ground moose, ground
venison)
2 tsp flour (all-purpose or
whole wheat)
2 tsp dried oregano
1.5 tsp cayenne pepper
4 tsp paprika (not smoked)
2 tsp onion powder
4 tsp garlic powder
1.5 tsp black pepper
1 tsp salt

                                 

Mix ingredients in a bowl, feed
through a meat grinder a few
times or beat extensively in a
food processor to change the
texture of the meat.
Meat can be baked in the oven
as loaves or put on a BBQ
rotisserie until done.
Donair Sauce:

1 can (300ml) sweetened
condensed milk (not evaporated milk)
1/3 cup white vinegar
1 tsp garlic powder
Beat together until it gets the
consistency of mayonnaise.

Assembling donairs:
Oil a frying pan, thinly slice
some meat and fry in pan until
it starts to crisp.
In another oiled frying pan
on med-high heat, run a pita
bread under water just to coat,
then throw in frying pan, quickly fry and flip to the other side.
Place Pita on a plate.
Take strips of meat and place
them on the donair.
Place sauce to your likings on
top, top with diced onions and
diced tomatoes.
Roll the pita up into a sleeping
bag.
Get messy!

Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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Nipigon Trail
Length: 9km (2.5-3.5 hours)

Downloaded

36 times per day from ten

Terrain: Some steep areas,
inclined, swamp/flat
Relatively easy on either end and
more challenging in the middle with
steep areas, ravines and staircases.

websites which generate over 600,000 hits
per month.

Always carry a pack with some snacks
and enough water for the trip. Pack
a picnic lunch for one of the many
vistas with picnic tables long the trail.

Advertising pricing (Magazine Only):
Full Page $200
1/2 Page $150

Carry bug spray and a whistle. Pay
attention and don’t try a section if
you don’t think you can make it.

1/4 Page $100

Lookout/vantage points

1/8 Page $60
+25% for inside covers (2)
+50% for back cover
We also offer advertising across 15 local
and regional websites in NW Ontario with
over 650k hits per month.
Available in all popular media formats!

The Possibilities
• Direct clickable links to website/email
• Interactive content linked and embedded
• Established web community since 2005.
• Permanent archiving on website for
purpetual downloads/readership
• Web based linking to additional information
• Extensive social media exposure
• Customized, brandabkle maps

1.
2.
3.
4.

Lloyd’s Lookout
Nipigon Bay Lookout
Eagles Ridge
Sawmill Point

Toilets are supplied along the
trail at various locations.
If you just looking for a nice flat trail, an
abandoned (rails removed) CN railway
runs through Nipigon to Red Rock
along the shores of the Nipigon River.
The abandoned rail line is use at
your own risk - it is not maintained.
Stay off the active CP rail
line located next to it.

Limited spaces available

Contact:
807.889.0707
ghart@nwoutdoors.ca
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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FA L L S A L M O N
NIPIGON’S SALMON RUN

                                   
The Chinook salmon, the most
abundant species of salmon here,
range from 5-20lbs and can put
on quite a fight when hooked.
Complete with aerials, running,
direct runs at the boat, these are
very powerful fish.
Using colourful jointed Rapalas
(J-13 Firetiger for one) and trolling
the stretches of the river for hours
on end, there’s no need for downriggers at this time of the year.
Little Cleos and Mepps spinners
(great for pinks) can also come in
handy.

Cool mornings, warm days and
red sunsets, its Salmon time on
the Nipigon.
In the Late Summer and well into
fall, the Nipigon becomes the last
destination of the adult naturalized
pacific salmon transplanted in the
great lakes years ago. This is the
largest remaining salmon run on

the North Side of Lake Superior.
Chinooks, Coho and the tiny Pink
Salmon who were hatched in the
Nipigon now return to spawn as
their final action. This brings an
influx of boats and fishers from
all over the region for a taste of
hooking into one of these powerful imported fish.

Attacking not out of hunger, but
from anger and posturing, strikes
are fast and hard and then it
begins. You aren’t going to just reel
in a salmon, it’s going to put on a
show for you first. Full leaps out of
the water, running into current and
using it against you, deep dives to
wrap you around rocks and a good
head shaking to throw your hook.
Salmon fishing on the Nipigon
tends to take place at the first
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You aren’t going to just reel in a salmon, it’s going to put
on a show for you first.

Nipigon River Salmon Access and Fishing Points
dam, which coincidently has a
really nice concrete boat launch..
Cameron Falls Dam marks the farthest upstream the salmon can go.
With Deep channels, gravelly shallows and great current/back eddies
it makes for a great place to fish.
You don’t need a big boat, small
12 footers with 9.9 hp motors fish
alongside 18 footers with 100+hp.
Some days you could swear
you could walk from one boat to
another and completely cross the
river.
The Mouth(s) of the Nipigon also
can host salmon, just off the
Nipigon marina is another hotspot,
even under the Nipigon Bridge a
few salmon are caught from shore.
Navigating up Lake Helen to where
the Nipigon enters lake is also a
good bet.

Q

U I C K T I P :

ADD BRANCH snips to
your pack.
Makes it easy to snip
off a few branches to
open a shooting lane
or to get that stick out
of your back.
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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A D E L I C I O U S W AY
T O P L AY T O D AY
KAYAKING ON JESSE LAKE                                   
provide evidence that there are two
parties fishing on the lake.

It was relatively calm as we
paddled. A fish jumps and I get
excited. Maybe a salmon? Toivo
reminds me salmon can’t get past
the Cameron Fall Dam. Following
the shoreline we continue to the
Power Rock. Majestic, it stands
still watching time and us. A pair
of loons dip and dive ahead.

A Delicious Way to Play Today
Hmm…..what’s a delicious way
to play today? Must have food on
the brain but afterall I just finished
serving breakfast.
We live in Northern Ontario and
this relatively untouched, raw area
is our playground. Any area within
30 minutes in a 360 degree circle is
a great play to play. Honest.
We decide to go to Jessie Lake.
Jessie Lake is part of the Nipigon
River/Lake Nipigon basin. By the
time I finish my chores, my Toivo
has the kayaks and gear ready to
go. Off to Jessie! The two empty
trailered vehicles in the parking lot
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015

Eventually the breeze picks up and
we head back. Time to go home
to make white chocolate raspberry
cheesecake. After all, we are celebrating Father’s Day tomorrow with
a BBQ.
Finally, cheesecake complete and
we are on our way to Red Rock to
launch the kayaks at their marina.
Not a super hot day, windy maybe,
but this is northwestern Ontario
right? I particularly enjoy temperatures from the Yucatan but that’s
another story.
The Bay is rough. Out right
wild. Toivo tells me, “Tula, those
white things out there aren’t
seagulls”. Guess paddling over
to Honeymoon Cove is out of the
question. We decide to hike up to
Lloyd’s Lookout, the Red Rock end
of the Nipigon-Red Rock Hiking
Trail. Spectacular! Another majestic view of the big lake.
The play day gets finished off
with fish and chips at the Marina
Restaurant housed in Red
Rock’s lovely Interpretive centre.
Yummy….Did I mention it was fresh
pickerel? Now, that’s delicious!
- Tasha runs the Skandia House
B&B at 19 Second STreet in
Nipigon.
www.skandiahouse.com
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RANDOM RECIPES
DID NOT SEE THIS PAGE COMING                                   
Venison marinade
1 pkg. of dry onion soup mix
2 T. brown sugar
1 (12 oz.) can of beer
1/4 cup ketchup

Mix together well, place
venison steak/chops/whatever
into a bag, Fill bag with
marinade. Squish it around
and place in a bowl in the
fridge overnight.
Turnip kraut
Small piece (1 inch cube)
Corned beef
turnip cut into narrow strips
(French fries but thinner)
1 cup white sugar
2 cups cider vinegar

Bring to boil, simmer on low 4
hours until turnip is tender.

Pumpkin Banana-Blueberry Muffins
1 1/2 cups sugar
3/4 cup Margarine, softened
3 Eggs
1 cup mashed cooked pumpkin
(1 cup) ripe bananas, mashed
1 cups all-purpose flour
2 cups whole wheat flour
2 teaspoons baking soda
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon pumpkin pie spice**
** 1 teaspoon ground cinnamon, 1/4 teaspoon ground ginger,
1/8 teaspoon each ground nutmeg and ground cloves.
1 cup fresh or fresh frozen blueberries

Heat oven to 350°F. Grease 24 muffin pan spots or place 24
papers in muffin pan. (I use papers)
Combine sugar, margarine and eggs in bowl. Beat at medium
speed, scraping bowl often, until mixture is creamy.
Add pumpkin and bananas; continue beating until well mixed.
(Mixture will have curdled appearance.)
Add all remaining ingredients except blueberries; beat at low
speed just until moistened.
Stir in blueberries.
Spread evenly into prepared muffin papers. Bake 30-35
minutes or until toothpick inserted in center comes out clean.
Cool 5 minutes; remove from pans. Cool completely.

Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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STILL HUNTING
SLOW WALKING

                                 

Sitting in a tree stand, driving
the back roads, cramped up in
a ground blind, sure that can
be fun too. Walking, stalking,
slowly working your way through
the woods, listening watching,
even smelling for any clue as
to your targets whereabouts –
the most primal form of hunting,
still hunting.
We trudge in step to our tree
stands at all hours of the day to
sit and watch a tiny bit of forest or
cut, eventually freezing, having
limbs fall asleep, uncooperative
bladders, basically kind of like a
self-imposed torture.
To break the monotony we
eventually get up and slowly
start walking around our
surroundings, congrats we are
now technically still hunting.
The best method for
exploring an area for large
game is to explore the area, by

walking around we get to know
the area, identify trails/cover
and potential pitfalls.
Starting out in the morning
with a slow, measured walk
into the area you wish to hunt.
Chances are deer are probably
using the same overgrown road/
trail you are, so just assume they
are there and act accordingly.
Walk like a deer would, they
don’t walk heavy/steady footed,
they take steps, then stop/listen,
if they break a branch or hear a
sound, they will usually freeze
to identify the sound. You should
mimic their pattern. Take a few
careful steps, pause, listen and
repeat. If you hear a snap or
rustle, freeze, use your ears
and eyes.
Light footed walk by making
ground contact with the heel and
rolling your foot down until fully
in contact with the ground. This
will greatly lessen the sound
and sound more like an animal

than the typical boot fall of a
human. When a deer freezes
at a sound, its whole body will
stop, except for its head/ears
which it will turn/twitch to locate
and identify the sound. You can
follow suit, just move your head
for a look around, but listen even
harder.
Slow and methodically work
your way through your area,
listening and watching, silent
as can be. This hunting.
If you find a good spot to sit,
sit for a while, watch and listen
to your spot, then before the
cold sets in or your legs goto
sleep start it all over again. You
may only cover a small area but
it sure feels good to be walking
around.
Keys to a successful still
hunt.
Don’t smell like a human.
Deer have a very strong sense
of smell. Using all sorts of
tricks, simply googling how
to reduce your scent while
hunting will give you some
very helpful advice.

Don’t Sound like a human.
Walking as described, as
well as soft soled boots will
lower the impact of your
walking, but mix it up when
walking. Change your stride, a
couple quick steps, then stop.
Absolutely no talking –
I have NEVER heard a deer
talk. When with a partner/
small group try not to walk in
formation.
Don’t act like a human.
If you hear something, freeze,
use your eyes, ears and nose.
Head movements only.
Go slow!
A few hundred yards an hour
is slow (maybe to slow). If you
are in a known deer area, go
even slower.
Don’t look like a human.
Deer see quite well, but they
focus on movement. During
Bow season you can go full
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camo however if you aren’t
good at being still, the deer will
see you. I have had deer walk
within feet of me in full blaze
orange – the key is movement.
When you freeze, freeze fully,
then just move head if need
be. If a deer is looking straight
at you, freeze some more –
raising a gun/bow on a deer
staring at you, will cause the
deer to run. Wait until it looks
away to the side or it obscures
its head behind something.
If gun hunting in blaze orange,
use your surroundings as
cover, face paint/coverings will
help mask the human face. It’s
all about adding some texture
and breaking up what a deer
may see. If they don’t readily
see you as a human/threat
they are more than likely
going to give you a pass.

Perched on a hill, overlooking a clearing
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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A PACK FOR EVERY
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ICE SAFETY

OCCASION…
ESSENTIAL GEAR                                  

STAY SAFE OUT THERE                                   

Pack for Big Game Hunting

When packed for a day in the
forest, hunting, fishing hiking or
what have you, it is important to
have some essentials with you,
with some modifications based on
specific activities. Items marked
* would be considered essential.
From my boy scouts days, be prepared. Always assume you will be
spending the night – your night
doesn’t need to be comfortable but
survivable.
Most of the items in the all packs
category fall under a general survival kit. There are many configurations/ideas out there, all will have
a few essential items common to
all. List assumes you carry a knife
and cell phone on you.

All Packs:

Small First Aid Kit *
Headlamp (confirm working) *
Waterproof strike anywhere
matches *
Lighter
~20 feet Nylon Rope *
Water *
Protein/Granola Bars *
Multi-Tool *
Plastic Bags *
Additional Knife *
Compass/GPS *
Spare Batteries *
Roll electrical Tape
Carabineers
Toilet Paper

Q

U

I

Scent elimination/cover spray
Ski Mask/face cover
Extra Gloves *
Rubber Gloves
Marking Tape *
Compact Binoculars
Gut Hook
Trail mix/apples/snacks
Small Saw *
Wet Wipes (unscented)
All necessary Tags/licensing
information *
Pen/Paper
Deer Drag
Butt out Tool
Nice uninsulated sitting cushion

Pack for Small Game

Bags *
Extra ammunition
Rubber Gloves
Rabbit Wire *
Marking Tape *
All necessary Tags/licensing
information *
Machete (if walking overgrown
trails)
Wet Wipes (unscented)
Trail mix/apples/snacks
C

K

T

I

P

:

HALF A package of Tic Tacs will tell you if you
are walking to fast while hunting.
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015

November, December bring on the ice fishing
season where we move from soft water to hard
water - sometimes in a matter of weeks.

Spreading out when on ice greatly increases
your surface area, meaning less buoyancy
needed (which is why they tell you not to stand
up after crawling out of broken ice).

It’s also one of the most dangerous times as
fishers are getting ancy waiting on the ice. They Always be aware of springs, running water as
tend to do a few more risky things and once fish ice tends to be thinner in these areas.
fever comes, sometimes common sense goes.
Our ice here in NW Ontario tends to go to 3-4
Once you are in the water, it’s too late to put on feet pretty quick but be wary of first ice. Four
a survival suit. The importance of ice thickness inches minimum for a single ice fisher (doesn’t
count large group huddled together). Five
coupled with an understanding of the lake you
inches for a single snow machine. A foot for a
are fishing /travelling on are essential to being
safe. Of course everyone should be wearing a
small car. Fifteen inches for a medium truck. Oh
and 36 inches for a small bulldozer.
flotation survival suit when on ice.
Ice thickness safety is based on the buoyancy of
the ice underneath – not at all on the strength of
the ice, something I learned when trying to get a
bulldozer across a lake one winter.

Q

U

I

C

K

T

I

P

:

CHANGE YOUR phone ring tones to animal
noises. Get a text. Get a doe bleat… get a call,
a crow.
Northwest Ontario Outdoors | Fall 2015
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ACTIVITY TRACKERS
NOLA ROBITAILLE                                 
After motherhood left me a
little more round than curvy, I
began looking for ways to lose
the weight and stay healthy
long enough to see my babies
grow. I did what most people
in my generation do- I googled
it. Hours using technology had
helped get me to this point, so
it was only fitting that I used
technology to find my way
back.
The year I was born, 1981,
wearable heart rate monitors
became available for athletes.
That same technology has
evolved into “activity trackers”
so modern that they look more
like accessories than medical
devices. Although the cost,
features, and designs of these
trackers vary, the concept is
the same: Monitoring your
health increases your odds of
continuing healthy habits for a

Q

U I C K T I P :

ESTIMATE DAYLIGHT left.
Extend arm in front of you
towards the sun. With your
hand flat (vertical), count how
many finger widths between
the sun and the horizon. One
finger is about 15 minutes.
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it be jogging the Dorion Loop at the Canyon Country Run, checking out the Nipigon-Red Rock
trail for the Hike for Health, or participating in the Nipigon Try-athlon there is something for every
member of the family.
Cycling/ Bikes
Join other cyclists riding around Nipigon or stop by the Pump Track Races hosted by Epic
Adventures for a two-wheeled tour of the town. You can schedule guided tours or explore on your
own.
Ice Skating/ Hockey
Looking for a cool way to spend the day? Each fall the towns of the north shore welcome ice
skaters and hockey players from first time skaters to the more experienced. Schedules vary for
indoor rinks, but several communities have outdoor rinks for some snow day fun!
Fitness Classes
Communities along the north shore boast a long list of activities during the fall and winter months
including: Zumba, Yoga, Bootcamp Fitness, Martial Arts, and more. If you are looking for a fun
weekly activity, contact the local recreation department and see what your community has to
offer!
Now get outside and wave those activity trackers proudly, even if you are just marching around
the backyard. Make those steps really count!

lifetime.
With my new activity tracker
strapped around my wrist,
I hopped on my treadmill
to reach the recommended
10,000 steps a day. I would
walk for hours just to get a
flash of lights and a green
smiley face. My quest to have
more time with my children
quickly turned into an early
morning chore. I would tiptoe
to the basement, throw in my
headphones and plod along
to the hum of the conveyor
belt. I still wanted to keep track
of everything, but I needed
something fun.
This fall I am still on my
quest for a healthy lifestyle,
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still using my activity tracker
and occasionally using that
squeaky old treadmill in
the basement, but I have
discovered so much more
along the north shore of Lake
Superior. Oh, I left out the best
part: I can enjoy any of these
activities with my family!
Hiking and Jogging
Public trails surround Lake
Superior connecting with
scenic outlooks, kayaking
routes, playgrounds, and
parks. Annual hiking and
running events are scheduled
in almost every community
and most are open to every
level of experience. Whether

Pictures shown are just one
brand and style activity trackers.
They come in all shapes and
sizes, its important to find one
you are comfortable with yet
has the features and durability it
needs.
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VACUU M SEA LER

T H E M U D D L ER

PRESERVING YOUR GAME AND GARDEN
Vacuum Sealers have been
around for a few years, most
have discovered them more
as a fad than anything worthwhile, more due to the huge
price associated with the bags.
I was using mine for smoked
fish mainly however I was
sparse in my usage because
the bags were too pricey - opting instead for cheaper plastic
bags.
A little digging after throwing
out some freezer burned fish
I found that the bags were
much more affordable from a
few online stores, they even
came in larger rolls and even
Ziploc varieties. This opened
up some possibilities.
At pennies a bag I now tend to
use my sealer to its full potential. Smoked Fish, Venison,
Vegetables from the garden,
Blueberries, etc. etc…
Dry stuff
Dry stuff is the easiest to
vacuum seal as you just put
what you want in and seal it
up. Utilizing the Ziploc vacuum
bags it’s real easy to make a
bunch of trail mix, or emer-

gency equipment for a hike or
adventure. It stays fresh and is
waterproof. Powders can even
be sealed utilizing a simple
coffee filter or muffin paper.
Simply put the desired powder
into the bag, place a filter/muffin paper on top and vacuum
seal through the filter/paper.
The paper stops the powder
from gumming up the sealer.

                                 

sealing. A few old ice cube
trays, some plastic containers
– let it freeze thoroughly, then
simply vacuum seal the frozen
stuff.
By Vacuum sealing your food
you can extend its shelof life
greatly and it tends to take up
alot less room in the freezer.

Sealed stuff in my freezer:
Moist stuff
String Beans
Moist stuff is relatively easy –
Fish
meats and fish would both as
Blueberries
moist. If the moisture levels
Bulk Meat
are low enough you can simply Wild Game
vacuum seal, however a few
Smoked Fish
errant juices can damage you
Strawberries
equipment. For the juicier, sim- Rhubarb
ply freeze first. Take a cookie
Snap Peas
sheet, line with wax paper,
Snow Peas
place your items on it and then
through in the deepfreeze for a
couple hours. Then take them Want to find a cheaper source
out and vacuum seal them.
of vacuum sealer bags?
This works great on fresh fish.
I use the same technique for
Searching amazon is a good
Blueberries, vacuum sealing
source.
blueberries in batches exactly I get mine from
the size as my recipes call for. http://www.thesweetattack.com/
Delivered and picked up at the
Wet stuff
border to save on shipping.
Liquids/semi liquids like
crushed pumpkin need to be
frozen first before vacuum
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HISTORY                                 
Few fly fishers fly boxes don’t contain at least
one muddler minnow of some variation or
another. Regarded as probably the single most
widespread fly pattern in the world, it owes its
invention to right here in NW Ontario.
The original fly was tied by Don Gapen in 1937
to target the giant Brook Trout of the Nipigon
River.
The original muddler was created to mimic the
bottom dwelling Sculpin minnows which range
extends over much of North/South America and
beyond. In addition however, when stripped
across the surface it imitates a variety of surface
insects, with a few modifications it becomes a
grasshopper, different colours for different clarity
of water all make the muddler what it is.

Materials:
Streamer Hook
Thread: 6/0 Brown
Tail: Mottled Turkey Quill
Body: Gold Tinsel
Under Wing: Grey Squirrel
Over Wing: Wild Turkey Quill
Head: Spun deer hair (lightly trimmed)
For a video of Dan Gapen tying a muddler goto
nipigonriver.com

Shown Below - Finished Muddler - Dan Gapen 2015

It is still produced in its original form by
www.gapen.com and available for sale locally in
Nipigon at the Nipigon River Bait Shop
(www.nipigonriver.com).
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REGIONAL EVENTS
SEPTEMBER - JANUARY

55

SEPTEMBER                                    
September 18,19

                                   

Regional events are produced with participation from North of Superior Travel Association which
currently puts out an monthly event guide with even more local/regional events.

Savour Superior Food & Drink
Festival
Thunderbay

It is available at http://www.nosta.on.ca/?pgid=172

September 19,20
Crow Lake Classic Bass
Tournament
Nestor Falls

To submit an event of any size, email ghart@nwoutdoors.ca - I will see it gets to where it needs
to be.

September 21

Prosperity Northwest Business
Forum & Trade Show
Thunderbay

North Superior Travel Association also produces the circle tour magazine which is distributed
around the Lake every year.

September 25,26
Musky Cup Tournament
Nestor Falls

September 4-7

Fall Fishing Festival
Nipigon

September 6

Fort William Fall Street Festival
Thunderbay

September 25-27

Walleye Tournament
Rainy River

September 25-27

Culture Days
Thunderbay

September26

Hike for Health
Nipigon, Red Rock

September 9-13
Bay Street Film Festival
Thunderbay

September 11,12
Longlac Chamber of
Commerce Trade Show
Longlac

September 11-13
Bassin’ For Bucks
Sioux Lookout

September 12

Triple P Tri-Sport Fun Race
Nestor Falls
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OCTOBER                                   
October 1

October 10

Haunted Fort Night
Thursday - Sunday in October
Thunderbay

Lake of the Woods Walleye
Classic
Morson

October 1- 3

October 16

Art & Handcrafters Holiday
Market
Dryden

October 3
Pumpkin Fest
Rainy River

October 3

Annual Pumpkin Fest (Every
Weekend in October)
Thunderbay

October 3

Halloween Hoot (Every
Weekend in October)
Thunderbay

Caramat Moose Hunters Ball
Caramat

October 16

Annual Haunted Cornfield
Thunderbay

October 16

Da-India Dance Festival
Thunderbay

October 23

Mather Walls Historical House
Annual Halloween Haunt
Keewatin

NOVEMBER                                   

October 24

Pumpkin Carving Contest
Kenora

October 25
Spooktacular
Thunderbay

October 26
Susan Aglukark
Dryden

October 30

Haunted Cornfield
Thunderbay

October 30

Halloween Mystery Night
Kenora

November 8

November 18

Annual Wedding Wishes Fair
Thunderbay

Lighting of the Main Street Tree
Kenora

November 11

November 20-22

Rememberance Day

November 14

Longlac’s Women & Mens Hockey
Tournament
LongLac

November 14

Geraldton Christmas Parade
Geraldton

Christmas Expo
Nipigon

Northwest Art & Fine Craft Show
Thunderbay
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Q

U I C K T I P :

SPRAY DOE scent on
your boots – bucks will
follow you during the
rut.

November 29
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DECEMBER                                    

Events Calendar
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web - print - logos - apparel - promotional - advertising

December 5

Parade of Lights
Thunderbay

December 18,19

Longlac’s 3 on 3 Hockey Tournament
LongLac

December 31

New Year’s Eve Family Frolic
Thunderbay

www.mybackyard.ca
www.thunderbayfishing.com
www.canadamines.ca
www.mikige.ca
www.snowclub.ca
www.hikeforhealth.net
www.topoflakesuperior.com
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Outdoor Websites
Network
and
Marketing

www.hartspace.ca
www.nipigonlegion.ca
www.northshoregolfclub.ca
www.redrockfishandgame.com
www.nipigonriver.com
www.nipigonelks.ca
www.bowmanislandlodge.ca
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